Melville Primary School
Report 2015

Our Purpose
To provide an inclusive, stimulating and collaborative learning environment that nurtures
students to achieve their potential.
Principal’s Message
The purpose of this report is to provide information relating to our school during 2015. Within this document is
detail about our programs, the progress of the students and targets for further improvement.
Melville PS is a large, vibrant community of dedicated staff, supportive parents and enthusiastic students who are
bound together in an inclusive and sustainable environment. We have developed a positive reputation for providing
programs catering for the holistic needs of our students ensuring all have the opportunity to succeed academically
and socially.
Our mantra of building positive relationships and mutual respect is clearly evident as soon as you step onto the
campus, with adults and children interacting naturally and often enthusiastically.
In 2015 we became an Independent Public School – IPS. A Business Plan was created in consultation with staff and
School Board as the community representatives. The Business Plan can be found in its entirety on our school website
– www.melville.ps.wa.edu.au
We have close working relationships with many other educational institutions including the Riverside Network of
schools and WA universities. In 2015 we participated in two research projects with Curtin and Murdoch universities
which are ongoing in 2016. We also provide teacher coaches and mentors for teachers in training to ensure the
sustainability of our profession.
The successful development of a child’s potential can’t always be shown by a numerical value; however the photos
in this report definitely capture the rapture and fun of learning together in an evolving community, living in the
present and looking into the future.
Betty McNeill
Principal

Meaningful learning and assessment derived from effective pedagogy leads to personal success.
Key points for ensuring learning is meaningful and leads to personal success are:






Emphasis on rigour and student responsibility to lead to improved individual progress &
achievement
Strengthen inclusive teaching practices based on credible research
Continual assessment and reflection to inform best practice
Strengthen digital fluency across all year levels and learning areas
Leaders support student and teacher success
Due to the multiple classes of each year level it is a priority to maintain a consistent program of
learning and assessment across the classes.
Teaching staff meet regularly to plan, teach and assess using whole school plans – the early close
each Tuesday is dedicated to collaborative tasks.
Book Week Celebration

The targets as stated in the Melville Primary Business Plan 2015-17 are:


Year 3 & 5 English and Mathematics NAPLAN results will be at or above ‘like schools’



Year 3 & 5 stable cohort from NAPLAN results will demonstrate positive growth in the percentage of
students with moderate, high and very high progress



Classroom planning is connected to operational and business plans and measured through the
common assessment tasks and performance management

NAPLAN 2015
NUMERACY

In Numeracy the Year 3 and 5 cohorts of 2015 met the school target of being at or above ‘like schools’.
Progress between Year 3 – Year 5 in 2015 showed positive growth with 77% of the stable cohort achieving
moderate, high or very high progress building on the 2014 growth of 69%.
Since the introduction of whole school planning, teaching and assessment in 2013, the trend line is
generally upwards and is evidence of the more focused approach to Numeracy across the school. The
explicit nature of the planning, the increased time allocation to Numeracy and the raised expectations of
rigour have contributed to the maintenance of the trend lines.
Additional teacher support for students requiring explicit teaching in small groups and the use of common
assessment tasks to ensure consistency across the year groups have both assisted in keeping the focus on
the Numeracy learning area.

READING

In Reading the Year 3 cohort of 2015 almost met the school target of being at or above ‘like schools’ with
60% of the students achieving excellent or good achievement.
The Year 5 cohort did not meet the expected target of being at or above ‘like’ schools resulting in only 43%
of students achieving excellent or good achievement.
Progress between Year 3 – Year 5 in 2015 showed positive growth with 73% of the stable cohort achieving
moderate, high or very high progress building on the 2014 growth of 64%.

WRITING

In Writing the Year 3 cohort of 2015 almost met the school target of being at or above ‘like schools’ with
66% of the students achieving excellent or good achievement.
The Year 5 cohort did not meet the expected target of being at or above ‘like’ schools resulting in only 21%
of students achieving excellent or good achievement.
Progress between Year 3 – Year 5 in 2015 showed 63% of the stable cohort achieving moderate, high or
very high progress whereas in 2014 the growth was growth of 77%. This is an obvious area of concern and
staff reflection indicated three considerations for further improvement:
 there is a need to re-engage students in the writing process so it is viewed as positive experience to
be enjoyed
 oral language is an important part of the pre-writing process and
 fluency and elaboration of ideas are areas of focus

SPELLING

In Spelling the Year 3 and Year 5 cohorts of 2015 did not meet the school target of being at or above ‘like
schools’ with 20% of Year 3 students in the top 20% and 28% of Year 5 students in the top 20%.
The stable cohort progress between Year 3 – Year 5 is very positively placed against the Year 5 cohort and
similar the ‘like’ schools stable cohort.
As a result of these results the Letters and Sounds Program will be implemented in 2016 for the K – Year 2
students and an explicit focus on editing spelling errors in writing texts.

In Grammar & Punctuation the Year 3 and Year 5 cohorts of 2015 almost met the school target of being at
or above ‘like schools’.
The stable cohort progress between Year 3 – Year 5 is similarly placed against the Year 5 cohort and
above the ‘like’ schools stable cohort. Both the Year 3 and 5 cohorts recorded 38% of the students in the
top 20%.
In the English learning area there is a planned review of the planning, teaching and assessment cycle
inclusive of all phases of learning K – Year 6. In 2016 there will be an ‘Author in Residence’ program with
local author Raewyn Caisley conducting writing workshops across the school to ‘re-engage’ students in the
writing process.

Physical Education and Sport Program
Mr Mc Intosh our Physical Education specialist explicitly taught fundamental movement skills to early years
and transitioned through to fundamental game skills to the senior years.
All students from P/P to Year 6 attended in-term swimming lessons throughout the year with the Year 6
students attending South Beach for swimming and lifesaving skills. Faction and interschool swimming
carnivals were successful events.
The school competed and won the Interschool Swimming, Athletics, Cricket and Soccer carnivals and
achieved great results in AFL, Cross country and Netball.

Science
All year 1 – 6 classes have a one-hour lesson in a dedicated room with a specialist science teacher. The
Pre Primary has an enthusiastic teacher of science and the P1 class has science in their own room with
another staff member. There is close collaboration between all the staff and the Australian Curriculum is
central to the content taught.
The school is well resourced with equipment and students are regularly involved in hands on activities to
learn the relevant content. Investigations are conducted to develop and broaden skills and opportunity is
provided that allows the students to engage in tasks at both individual and at group levels.

Carers of Marmion Lake

Kadijiny Bushland Regeneration

In the Science room

Our three senior classes have their program enhanced by participating in weekly lessons in Semester Two
at Melville Senior High School where their staff assisted by our science specialist provide an introduction to
working in a lab and the students participate in a range of activities using equipment only available in
science laboratories.

Music 2015
Each primary class had one hour of Music tuition with
Mrs Jane Nolan or Mrs Helen Lowth.
Each class produced an assembly item during the
year, which generally included public speaking,
choral speaking, singing and dancing.
In the final weeks of the school year, many students
were involved in Melville’s Got Talent.
Musical incursions included Musica Viva: Datiwuy
Dreaming and the Melville Senior High School Swing Band. Excursions included Penrhos College Musical
‘Platinum – Twenty Years in the Making’ and the WA Ballet ‘Cinderella.
The Year 5 choir performed at the Anzac Ceremony, and at Sing! Fest as did the Year 3 students.
There are three Beater Bands (Marimba Bands) – for Years 4 – 6 students who practise in their own time
and performed at the Applecross Jacaranda Festival, MSHS Twilight Concert, the Willetton Uniting Church
and at the WAGSMS concert.

Positive relationships within the school lead to connections in the wider community.
School Board
2015 was a busy year as Melville PS attained IPS status, which required the School Council to abolish itself
and re-constitute as the School Board. While continuing the oversight function of the old School Council,
the Board will play a significant role in strategic oversight of Melville’s development. Board members
underwent formal training to help them with the transition to new responsibilities.
As for the Council in previous years, the Board has retained overview of the School’s performance, with
extensive review activity focused on the school’s financial position, and on measurement of students’
academic development. Additionally, the Board developed and adopted a Business Plan which will form the
basis of Melville’s strategic directions moving forwards. Being an IPS school requires it to undergo a formal
review each triennium, and the Business Plan is a primary document by which the Board reviews the
Schools’ response to performance both as a whole and of sub-groups identified within the student body as
part of that review process.
Melville PS is gaining widespread recognition for its innovative use of a number of specialist programmes
and the Board has also been involved in reviewing these, as well as planning for future modifications or
additions to them, in the light of past experience.
Board members are volunteers and the school has been fortunate to have steady membership provided by
a number of dedicated individuals. As circumstances have changed, three members retired at the end of
2015, and it is with thanks for their contributions that we acknowledge the service of parent members Mary
Butterworth and Jennifer Park, and community member Peter Tinley AM MLA. The Board has welcomed a
number of new members for 2016, and we look forward to continuing to support the Principal, Betty McNeill
and staff as they strive to attain the best outcomes for the students at Melville PS.
Dr Andrew Barker Chairman

Parents and Citizens Association
Our success as a P&C is not only measured in the
funds that we raise but also in the ways we all
contribute to our strong and positive community.
The key to building community doesn’t rest in the size
or the wealth of the P&C, but rather the positive
attitude and energy of the parents. Community
building relies significantly on volunteers who are keen
to bring their community together. Everyone in the school community each has something great to offer big
and small.
The P&C provide an excellent service to the school community by running the canteen, veggie patch and
uniform shop.
The fundraising for the Nature Playground and refurbishment of the Library were particular highlights of the
year.
Catherine Oates
P&C President 2015

Melville Nature Corridor
Under the Melville City Council Robin Hood Scheme we successfully
applied and were awarded a grant to revitalise the bush area within
Kadidjiny Park that bordered Melville Primary School.
The area was not used and inaccessible so our plan was to revitalise
the area, reconnecting the school to the Park, creating a resource for
teaching Science and a great community space.
With Council’s assistance we removed the dead trees, leaving the large
logs for wildlife, constructed paths and walking trails and added some
extra logs to create a seating area for an outdoor classroom.
Our students planted over 400 indigenous tube stocks and have been
watering these over the long summer.
Our efforts have transformed the area and now it is used daily by the community.

NXT Lego Robotics
The Year 6 students participated in NXT Lego Robotics classes as part of the Tuesday afternoon
technology rotations. We were paired off to work on tasks that related to science, technology, engineering
and maths. The first three weeks of the 10-week program made sure that we could use the basic computer
programming tools to do simple things. These were things like turn 90° to the left or right, drive forward,
drive in reverse and also follow a solid black line. Once we could do all this Mr Eaton gave us more difficult
tasks that we had to figure out ourselves.
The first was to race around an oval following a black line using the light sensor to guide the robot. This
sounds easy but when you go up against the clock it becomes a bit trickier. At 100% power the robots are
moving so fast that the light sensor loses contact with the black line and the robot loses its way. The trick is
to find the best speed to make sure that the robot follows the line as fast as possible.
The second task was to navigate a city block. We had to build a program using forward motors, pauses, left
turns, reverse and stops. The idea was to navigate a city block and then reverse park the robot in its
parking spot. This was quite a challenge. Once we achieved this Mr Eaton asked us to do the same city
block but use the light sensors to pause the robots on the black lines. This made the task harder but it was
so much fun. After we finished the 10 weeks of lessons Jack Burton, James Latto and myself signed up to
the PEAC Lego Robotics classes because we wanted to enter the Robocup Competition and use some of
our new skills. Although we didn’t win the competition we did learn more about Lego Robotics and how to
program our line following robot.
Travis Godfrey Year 6 Student

Safe, respectful and motivating environment with clear expectations for all.
Student Parliament 2015
Melville Primary School initiated a student parliamentary system at the beginning of 2009. Since its
implementation, the parliamentary program has successfully given our senior students the opportunity to
take on significant leadership roles within our school. Our Year 6 students are encouraged to campaign,
deliver election speeches and persuade students within the school to vote for them. The Years 4, 5 and 6
students have a preferential voting system, whereby they elect their Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister
and seven portfolio Ministers and Deputies at our polling booths in Semester 1 and Semester 2. Our
ministries include Sport, Health, Justice, Finance, Education, Environment and Communication.
Students are involved in fortnightly parliament meetings, whereby they all adhere to strict parliamentary
guidelines founded upon mutual respect and an overarching understanding of the significant responsibilities

they hold within our school. From emptying the recycling bins and tending to our vegetable patch, to
creating radio and video shows, initiating fundraising events and liaising with our school principal, fellow
students and wider school community, this parliamentary program has given endless leadership
opportunities to our students and involves the entire cohort – Ministers, Deputy Ministers and their cabinet
members who are all involved in a variety of duties.

Canberra Camp (24 - 29 May 2015)
To further enrich our very successful student parliamentary leadership program in 2015, our Year 6
students were given the opportunity to travel to Canberra, accompanied by 11 teachers and volunteers, to
take advantage of the many government related activities Canberra has to offer. 66 of Melville Primary
Schools Year 6 students flew from Perth to Canberra, on Sunday 24 May 2015 for a week of exploration,
learning and fun. We stayed at Camp Cottermouth and participated in a range of educational activities,
including:


Visiting Government House, where students learnt about the role of the Governor General as well
as the history of the building.
 High Court of Australia. Students saw the three courtrooms, a visual display and magnificent 7 story
high public hall. We missed out on observing actual proceedings, but had a thorough explanation
from our tour guide.
 National Gallery of Australia. Students had both a guided and self-guided tour of a diverse range of
art, including Australian, Aboriginal, American and European pieces.
 National Capital Exhibition
 Old Parliament House and Gardens Tour
 Australian Institute of Sports Experience
 National Museum of Australia
 Royal Australian Mint
 Australian War Memorial
These were just some of the many experiences our students had.

School Chaplaincy
Melville Primary School has secured funding for 2015 and 2016 to avail of the School Chaplaincy
Services provided by YouthCARE.
YouthCARE is an independent WA organisation committed to "providing hope for young peoples’
futures by helping them achieve their best at school, create positive relationships in life and
contribute to their communities." Its core values are Respect, Compassion and Service set within a
School based Pastoral Care mission focus.
Our current YouthCARE Chaplain, Terri Emslie, works as part of our school community - with the
teaching and non-teaching staff and the Administration Team - "to support people unconditionally,
listening without judgment and providing the best possible values education, small group
experiences and individualised pastoral care to improve the lives of young people, their families
and their school communities."
In 2015, we were also able to offer the social-emotional learning BUZ program in Yr 2, a Yr 6 Girls'
group and a Yr 6 Boys' Building group.
Learning Support Coordinators
The school has two designated Learning Support Coordinators. One manages students with an
identified disability and/or learning difficulty and the other manages students identified as gifted
and talented.
Students with an identified disability: these are students who are funded by the Department and
are directly supported by an Education Assistant. More specifically the LSC supports teachers
and EAs to identify target goals, select appropriate strategies and develop Individual Education
Plans(IEPs) using the Department’s on-line Special Education Needs (SEN) planning tool. These
IEPs are presented to the parents at Case Conferences which are organised by the LSC each
semester. Support is provided to teachers when writing individualised reports through the SEN
planning tool. The role also requires liaising with a number of outside agencies, these include;
Psychologists, Allied Professionals, Consulting Teachers from SEND (School of Special
Educational Needs and Disabilities) who provide additional information and recommendations. .
Children with a learning difficulty: these children are not funded but generally present with
significant literacy issues which makes accessing the curriculum challenging. The LSC works
collaboratively with teachers to identify underlying needs of students and recommends some
possible strategies to trial. Many of these students commence the MultiLit program which is
coordinated by the LSC and targets fundamental decoding skills required for reading and spelling.
The program is delivered by volunteers across the week, the LSC upskills and manages the
timetabling for these volunteers. Each semester the LSC assesses the students reading progress
and writes a MultiLit progress report.
Some of our students at risk also present as high functioning, this brings them under the umbrella
of our Gifted and Talented Education LSC. In addition some students have limited literacy and
social communication skills, sensory and motor coordination needs. These students may have
their needs met by our on-site Speech Therapist or Occupational Therapist. Periodically we meet
to discuss the needs of students: - our collective skills and knowledge ensure a team approach to
supporting the needs of the whole student.
Teachers are trained to identify gifted students, including those who are twice exceptional, and
have expertise in differentiating the curriculum. The GATE Coordinator works collaboratively with
classroom teachers in delivering extension and enrichment modules within the regular classroom.

Enrolment at MPS
Attendance Overall Primary

Attendance Category
At Risk

Regular
Indicated

Moderate

Severe

2013

86.0%

10.1%

2.9%

0.7%

2014

84.7%

13.4%

1.6%

0.1%

2015

90.4%

8.5%

0.4%

0.4%

WA Public Schools

78.0%

15.0%

5.0%

2.0%

Male

Female

Total

Destination Schools
4034 Melville Senior High School

20

8

28

4025 John Curtin College Of The Arts

7

2

9

1396 Kennedy Baptist College

3

4

7

1299 Corpus Christi College

1

5

6

4002 Applecross Senior High School

1

4

5

1063 Cbc Fremantle

5

5

1107 Aquinas College

4

4

1277 All Saints' College

2

1

3

1008 Santa Maria College

2

2

1368 Seton Catholic College

2

2

1154 Wesley College

2

2

1041 Christ Church Grammar School

1

1

1045 Clontarf Aboriginal College

1

1

1121 Iona Presentation College

1

1

4029 Kent Street Senior High School

1

1

1152 Penrhos College

1

1171 Scotch College

1

1

1122 St Hilda's Anglican Sch - Girls

1

1
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